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Jason Alexander is a  

well-known actor, director,  
Tony Award-winning Broadway  

performer and producer as well 
as teacher, children's author,  

activist and traveling comic. 
His diverse array of  credits  

include stints in television, film 
and theatre.  Mr. Alexander's 
depiction of  George Costanza 

on "Seinfeld" earned him six 
Emmys, four Golden Globe nominations, an American 

Television Award and two American Comedy Awards. 
For his work on the long-running sitcom, the Screen  

Actors Guild knighted him "Best Actor in a Comedy  
Series," while TV Guide voted him among the ten  

greatest television characters of  all time.  
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Richard Shaller 

Richard “Dick” Shaller was a  
well-respected and thoughtful  
leader in the retail automotive  
industry, Jewish Community, and the 
community at large. He gave his time 
and guidance creating strong  
relationships while sharing his  
business acumen with boards and committees at Temple of 
Aaron, Sholom, Jewish Federation of Greater St. Paul , and 
Talmud Torah. He also had a passion for helping young  
students who were studying at the Temple of Aaron, and 
along with his wife Rossy, helped establish the Rossy and 
Richard Shaller Hebrew School. Dick Shaller worked  
tirelessly to ensure that this community went from strength 
to strength and he left an indelible impact in the process. 

Edward Paster 

 

Edward Paster served as a frequently 
called upon role model of  leadership 
for the next generation. He is  
remembered as a mentor to many in 
the shopping center development and 
management business, Jewish  
Community and countless civic  
organizations. He and his family were dedicated to, and  
longtime supporters of multiple charities including the St. 
Paul Jewish Federation, JCRC, Sholom, and the Ronald 
McDonald House.  Edward served as an emissary to Jewish 
communities around the world including Russia, Cuba, Egypt 
and Israel.  Edward Paster was a true pillar of Temple of  
Aaron and the greater community. 

Platinum Sponsor 
REMEMBERING EDWARD JACOB PASTER 

Our dear cousin Edward was a righteous man.  He was proud of his Jewish 

heritage and embraced the Ten Commandments and lived by the Golden 

Rule.  As an observant Jew, he davened every day with tallis and tefillin.  

Edward’s dedication to family is legend.  He was devoted to his mother and 

adored his wife, children and grandchildren.  This commitment was  

unfaltering.   

Edward was passionate and compassionate giving of himself and his wealth.  

Over the years, he modestly performed innumerable acts of quiet charity; and 

his public philanthropy is evident in every noble cause and at Jewish  

institutions including our Temple of Aaron, the Sholom Home, the JCC,  

the Talmud Torah and the ritual Mikvah. 

Edward was resolute in his concern for the Jewish condition around the 

world.  He was an active participant in the Jewish Community Relations 

Council and the Saint Paul Federation.  As a leader, he traveled extensively to 

personally observe and support Jewish communities throughout the world.   

Edward was a dreamer who knew how to carry out his dreams.  His creative 

genius was reflected as a shopping center developer who was able to bring to 

reality the aspirations of his tenants. 

Edward was young at heart as exemplified in Jimmy Durante’s signature 

song: 

“Fairy tales can come true; it can happen to you, 

if you’re young at heart. 

For it’s hard you will find to be narrow of mind 

if you’re young at heart.” 

Edward’s communication skills can best be described as a Jewish Garrison 

Keillor.  Edward had the ability to take a cute humorous story and convert 

into a hysterically animated sequential belly laugh performance.  His reward 

was to see and hear the good fellowship of his audience.   

Edward’s memory is fondly remembered by his cousins – 

May his memory be for a blessing. 

Gerry & Gail Frisch 

George & Elizabeth Frisch 

Rochelle & Paul Whiteman 

Esther Paster 



Platinum Sponsor 

In Loving Memory Of 

Uncle Edward,  

Uncle Arnold,  

and Grandma Cele 

 

Thank You For Being 

Such Great Role  

Models. 

 

Love 

Louis, Ali, Eli, Phoebe 

& Rex 

Honoree Family Sponsors 

Thank you to our  

Honoree Family Sponsors 

 

Jacqueline Paster 

Howard & Amy Paster 

and family 

Steve & Nicole Putzel 

and family 

 

Rossy Shaller 

Scott & Cabrini Shaller 

and family 

Steven & Michelle Shaller 

and family 



 “Look at these grand men.  Which one of you wouldn’t consider it the highlight of his  

career to associate with them for even one day?” 

           --Lou Gehrig  

It is the greatest of honors for both of us to have known, worked alongside and 

learned from Edward Paster and Dick Shaller.  We have had the pleasure to work 

with them on matters of philanthropy, community, leadership and teamwork.   

In every endeavor we all took copious notes in preparation for the day when it 

would be “our” collective turn to take the reins of leadership.  

Thank you for joining us in celebrating the lives of these two extraordinarily  

generous men tonight. We are grateful to the Paster and Shaller families for  

sharing Edward and Dick with us, with the Temple of Aaron and with our  

community.    

Among great men there are some that lead and some that follow. Our special 

thanks to Edward Paster and Dick Shaller whose leadership has allowed so many 

of us to learn, to follow and apply what we have learned as we now try to fill their 

enormous shoes.   

With great appreciation,  

Lisa Lane and Michael Saxon 

Event Co-Chairs 

Lisa Lane, Chairperson 

Michael Saxon, Chairperson 

Ken Agranoff 

Rabbi Jeremy Fine 

Joshua Fineblum 

Laurie Goldfarb 

Charles Goodman 

Dina Goodman 

Julie Gotlieb 

Mark Gulner 

Nancy Lane 

Polly Saxon 

Rosalyn Segal 

Michelle Shaller 

Stacey Shaller 

Steven Shaller 

Rabbi Alan Shavit-Lonstein 

Judy Werthauser 

Honoring our Father’s Committee Members: 

Special thanks to the Temple of  Aaron professional staff  

for all of  their work behind the scenes: Shelley Diamond, 

Susie Haim, Bill Jorke, Susan Tervola and Kim Thomey. 

Gold Sponsor 



 

Gold Sponsor 
 

 

Dear Friends,  

On behalf of the Executive Board of Temple of Aaron I want to thank the Paster 
and Shaller families for allowing us to remember two amazing and generous  
leaders of our community.  Both Edward and Dick were pillars of Temple of  

Aaron, the St. Paul community, and beyond.  Tonight we honor their memories 
and the legacy they leave by coming together as a community to remember what 

they did and how we can learn from their shining example. 

While these two men had different life stories, they each gave of themselves and 
what they had to make things better for those around them.  They were givers to 
the Jewish community in the Twin Cities and this event allows us to recognize and  

celebrate their legacy.  

We now continue to strive toward the future with the lessons they taught us 
through the examples they set.  Great leaders are not just seen through what they 

do but what they leave behind.  In that case these men left a legacy to last forever. 

May their lives and memory always be for a blessing! 

Judy Werthauser 
President 

Temple of Aaron 

Dick Shaller was and is an inspiration to us all– Leslie Held & Jim Chucker 

 
Dick Shaller was a very special man loved by all and we truly miss him-  
Jeannie Shaller and Connie & Butch Clayman 
 
To a good friend, Edward Paster, I will miss you very much and thanks for 
all you have done for Temple of Aaron—Love, Judy Weinstine 

In Loving 

Memory of   

Dick Shaller 

George Sitkoff  
and family 

Rabbi Alan Shavit-Lonstein  

Rabbi Jeremy Fine 

Ken Agranoff, Executive Director         

Joshua Fineblum, Director of Ed. & Com. Life  

Mark Gulner, Dir of Informal Ed. & Marketing       

Shelley Diamond, Business Manager     

Kim Thomey, Office Administrator                                  

Susan Tervola, Clergy Assistant 

Susie Haim, Education and Youth  

Administrative Assistant 

Larry Eisenstadt, Ritual Coordinator 

Bill Jorke, Facility Manager  

Svetlana Kazistova, Kitchen Supervisor 



Dear Evening Participants, 

 As we gather this evening to honor two impactful and inspiring leaders in 

the Twin Cities Jewish community, we have the opportunity to reflect on the  

nature of leadership.  

 Edward Paster and Dick Shaller each demonstrated lasting leadership by 

laying the foundation for an engaged and expanded Jewish Community. They 

made commitments to build institutions that reach and inspire individuals, they 

supported the deep variety of organizations in the community, and they inspired 

people of all ages to join them in these efforts. While men of different  

personalities, they share these essential skills and qualities, and we are delighted  

to salute them.  

 The best way we can honor them is by emulating their values. Just as they 

gave generously to the community, so must we; just as they connected with a  

variety of institutions, so must we; and just as they instilled these values in future  

generations; so must we.  

 Tonight is about joining together to strengthen the Temple of Aaron and 

the entire St. Paul Jewish Community.  

   Thank you for doing your part, 

   Rabbi Alan Shavit-Lonstein 

Dear Temple of Aaron, 

When our liturgy speaks of our Fathers or Patriarchs it often comes across with the phrase, “Abraham, 

Isaac, and Jacob.” This is most commonly seen in the Amidah which is the most crucial time of prayer in the 

siddur. Although once in our siddur, within the end blessings of the weekday Shacharit service the order is 

changed to “Abraham, Isaac, and Yisrael.” The change in Jacob’s name from Jacob to Yisrael happens in 

Bresheit (Genesis) but is rarely seen alongside Abraham and Isaac except in 1 Chronicles 29:18. 

   

 Why does God change Jacob’s name from Jacob to Yisrael? Rashi comments that this change  

happened because no longer had Jacob received his name through insinuation but rather through prevailing.  

Israel means “one who prevails with God.” It is Jacob’s leadership that forces us to think to ourselves; are we 

doing enough for our community? 

 

 Tonight we celebrate two fantastic examples of men, who like Jacob, never stopped supporting their 

communities. It is their families’ efforts that have ensured that their legacy and pride in the Temple of Aaron and 

Twin Cities will continue long into the future. We gather together to honor the lives and visions of Edward Paster 

and Dick Shaller. They were truly both the Jacobs of their time, because they carried on the work of our biblical 

patriarchs ensuring the Jewish future. 

 

 We welcome you all to a wonderful night of celebrating two great trendsetters in our community. We 

thank you all for your support in making this night a smashing success. Thank you to our co-chairs Lisa Lane and 

Michael Saxon. Thank you to their committee for their tireless work. Thank you to our special guest, Jason  

Alexander, for joining us. Thank you to the Paster and Shaller families for such a wonderful evening and carrying 

on their loved one’s legacies. And most importantly thank you to both Edward and Dick for helping us see the  

importance of prevailing with God. 

    Enjoy the evening! 

    Rabbi Jeremy Fine 

How appropriate  

to honor two  

truly generous 

and menschidik 

pillars of  our 

community. 

 

The Smookler 

and Katz  

Families 

Honoring the 
foresight and 
generosity of 

two great men 
Ed Paster and 
Dick Shaller 

 

Sue and Dave 
Rosner 

The Derechin family is 
grateful for the  

philanthropic leadership 

of Edward Paster and 
Richard Shaller. Their 

contributions to the St. 

Paul Jewish community 
and community at large 

will be a source of  

inspiration for future 
generations. Neil fondly 

remembers Mr. Shaller 

as his basketball coach 
at the St. Paul JCC. 

 

Neil Derechin, Bea Rothweiler, 

Helen, and Leora 

Our community is a  
better place because 
of the leadership and  

vision of  
Edward Paster  

and Dick Shaller.   
Their enduring  

legacies will carry on in 
the many lives they 
have touched in our  

community.   

Steve & Wendy Rubin  
Leonard, Street and  

Deinard 



Best Wishes 

from the 
physicians & staff 

of 

United Heart 
& Vascular Clinic 

We are so  

appreciative of  our 

dear friend,  

Edward, and the 

Paster family for all 

they have done and 

do for our  

community. 

Jerry Waldman & 

Judi Belzer 

Best Wishes to 

Temple of  Aaron, 

Our Family 

Home For 3 

Generations. 

Bob & Florie,  

Scott, Dan, and 

Brad Marvy 

In Honor of   

our children  

and  

grandchildren 

 

Steven and Barbara 

Rutzick 

Anonymous 

Alan and Lisa Bernick 

Todd and Tara Fruchterman 

Ray and Elissa Getsug 

Gerald and Gail Frisch 

Steve and Eve Kafitz 

Brian and Sandy Kamin 

Howard and Elaine Kuretsky 

John and Ann Lonstein 

Joel and Rachael Paper 

Louis, Ali, Eli, Phoebe & Rex Paster 

Dan and Jodi Saltzman 

Bill Toles 

Winthrop and Weinstine 

Joe and Sandy Wolkowicz 

Anonymous 

Jewish Federation of  

Greater St. Paul 

Loren & Susan Taple 

Arnold Divine 

Harvey & Suzanne 

Kaplan 

Phil & Mary Beth  

Kibort 

Harriet Lane 

Paul & Karen  

Schanfield 

David & Ellen Sloane 

Stu & Susie Swartz 

Steve and Wendy Baldinger 

Carl and Tammy Birnberg 

Martin and Esther Capp  

Foundation 

Stephen and Nancy Lane 

Paster Family 

Michael and Polly Saxon 

Richard & Rossy Shaller  

Foundation 

Scott  & Cabrini Shaller 

Steven and Michelle Shaller 

Tom  and Teri Skadron 

VIP PLATINUM SPONSORS 

VIP GOLD SPONSORS 

PLATINUM SPONSORS 

Anonymous 

Alan and Susan Divine 

Ernest I Fink Insurance Agency 

Freeman Enterprises 

David and Kristin Gantman 

Garelick Family Foundation 

Dean and Marilyn Greenberg 

Robert Kaufman & Debra Glassman 

Ben Laub 

Sholom Foundation 

David and Dede Smith 

Howard Stacker 

Allen and Judy Werthauser 

GOLD SPONSORS 

Supporter/Friends 
Stan & Amy Baratz 

Rick Brody & Maggie Flynn 

Frank & Toby Berman 

Herman Birnberg 

Elaine Burton 

Jim Chucker & Leslie Held 

Butch & Connie Clayman 

Neil Derechin  & Bea Rothweiler 

Fran Dolan 

Michael & Cindy Garr  

Tom & Joanna Kieffer 

Jonathan & Becca Kvasnik 

Cal & Phyllis Lewis 

Bob & Florie Marvy 

Gayle Newman 

Tim & Wendy Oskey 

Les Novak & Harriet Swatez  

Sue & Dave Rosner 

Steve & Wendy Rubin  

Steven & Barbara Rutzick 

Jeannie Shaller 

Steve & Betsy Sitkoff 

Ricky & Diane Smookler  

Jerry Waldman & Judi Belzer 

Michael & Erin Waldman 

Judy Weinstine 

BENEFACTOR 



VIP Platinum Sponsor 

Rabbi Tarfon taught: “It 

is not your responsibility 

to finish the work [of 

perfecting the world], 

but you are not free to 

desist from it either”  

(Pirkei Avot 2:16)   

Thank you to Dick  

Shaller and Eddie Paster 

for all their dedication. 

 

The Baldinger Family 

Paster and Shaller Families: 

We are grateful to Edward 

and Dick for making our  

community and the world a 

better place… 

With admiration and respect, 

Drs. Michael & Cindy Garr  

and Family 

Coookoookooocoooo 
We miss you uncle  

Eddie. 
Love, 

Jesse, Heidi, Heather, 
and family 



Congratulations to 

the Shaller and 

Paster Families. 

The Kibort Family 

In honor of   

Richard Shaller and  
Edward Paster and all of  

the other community 

leaders they inspired. 

Suzanne and Harvey 

Kaplan 

VIP Platinum Sponsor 

Four  

Generations  

At The  

Temple of   

Aaron 

Tammy & Carl  

Birnberg 

and Family  



VIP Platinum Sponsor 

Many thanks to  

Eddie Paster and 

Dick Shaller for their 

generosity and  

leadership in the  

Jewish Community  

and to their families 

for continuing their 

legacies. 

 

Marty & Esther Capp 

Honoring the  

Life and Legacy of  

Edward Paster 

 

Susie & Stu Swartz 

Lisa & Richard Swartz 

We admire the many  

contributions that Dick 
Shaller and Ed Paster made 
to our community.  We feel 
honored to be part of  this 

celebration.  

Karen and Paul Schanfield 



Platinum Sponsor 

Honoring and remembering the 

man who taught us the  

importance of  family,  

loyalty, love, and how to  

have fun.  

Love,  

The Toles Family 

Honoring the Memory of   

Edward Paster and  

Dick Shaller 

 

VIP Platinum Sponsor 

Thank you to  

Ed Paster and Dick Shaller 

for setting a great example  

of  commitment  

and support 

to the Twin Cities 

Jewish Community 

Your friends, 

Steve & Nancy Lane 

Molly, Brent, Shey, Owen, and  

Maddy Sorenson 

Jana, Willie, and Julia Goldshine 
Max Lane 



VIP Platinum Sponsor 

 

Edward 

taught his 

children and 

grandchildren the importance of  

Love, Laughter and Family  

L’dor VaDor 

Platinum Sponsor 

The Wolkowicz  
family is proud to  
honor two men 
whose wisdom,  

visions, and  
philanthropic deeds 
serve as role models 

for generations to 
come.  Their  

memories are a true 
inspiration to all. 



 

Platinum Sponsor VIP Platinum Sponsor 

 



We pay tribute to  

Richard Shaller and  

Edward Paster.  

Pillars in our community,  

leaders in their Industry, and  

leaders in philanthropy. 

Their example continues to 

guide those of  us who were 

fortunate to know them and 

learn their important  

lessons. 

Michael & Polly Saxon  

and Family 

VIP Platinum Sponsor Platinum Sponsor 

Eddie was a great soccer 
coach. He was always happy, 
smiling and making people 

laugh.  Whenever we saw him 
he loved to talk about the old 
soccer days and kvell about his 

children.  The way he gave to 
the community was an  

inspiration to our generation.  

He was a wonderful role  

model and is truly missed.  

Thank you Eddie for all  

you did. 

 

Joel and Rachael Paper 
(Goldberger) 



Platinum Sponsor 

We Honor the 
Temple of Aaron 

Leadership,  
Both Past  

And Present. 
  

Ann & John  
Lonstein 

VIP Platinum Sponsor 

Congratulations to the  

Temple on a beautiful  

evening from  

Tommy & Teri Skadron 

and  

Mike & Judy Skadron 

in honor of  our parents 

and our children as well 

as in recognition to  

Eddie and Dick who  

we loved and admired. 



VIP Platinum Sponsor 

 

Platinum Sponsor 

It is with love to  

the Paster Family  

that we remember 

and honor  

our dear friend  

Edward. 
 

Howard, Elaine  

and  

The Kuretsky Family 



Platinum Sponsor 
We are pleased to participate in 

honoring the memory of  our 

friends Dick and Ed. They had a 

profound influence on our  

community through their  

leadership and philanthropy 

and  they set a tremendous  

example for us to follow. We will  

remember and miss their stories, 

humor and smiles they brought to 

many. We are happy that the  

Shaller and Paster families are 

continuing to carry on the legacy 

of  these  “larger than life”  men 

through their support of  the  

Temple of  Aaron and other  

community organizations. 

 

Brian and Sandy Kamin 

VIP Platinum Sponsor 

 



VIP Platinum Sponsor 

Honoring  

Our Father and Papa 

 

 

 

Avraham  

Ben  

Binyamin v’Leah 

 אברהם
 בן בנימין ולאה

 Platinum Sponsor 

L'Dor Va-Dor 

From Generation to  
Generation 

 

We extend our heartfelt 
thanks to the  

Paster and Shaller  

families  

for their continued  
support at the  

Temple of  Aaron. 

 

Steve and Eve Kafitz 



Platinum Sponsor 

In Honor and  

In Loving 

Memory  

Of  Our  

Dear Cousin 

Edward Paster 

 

Ray & Elissa Getsug 

and Family 

VIP Gold Sponsor 

 

As a 3
rd

 generation business of 66 years, we 

strive every day to honor our father, Ernest Fink 

by providing outstanding service to our  

customers & community. 

 

Today we rejoice in the opportunity to honor 

Dick Shaller and Ed Paster who were not only 

two community fathers, but also true mensches!  

 

Our dear friends have helped set the  

standards for all of us to follow. 
 

With great admiration, 

Bruce & Neil Fink 

Providing Quality Service Since 1947 

651-646-1881 

service@finkagency.com 

www.finkagency.com 

mailto:service@finkagency.com
http://www.finkagency.com


VIP Gold Sponsor 

Our entire community 
is a better place  

because of  the lives of  

Ed Paster and Dick 

Shaller. For all of  us, 
their lives were a 

blessing. 

 

We honor them –  
The Arthur, Earl and 

Allen Freeman  
Families 

Platinum Sponsor 

We gratefully  

recognize the hard 

work by  

community leaders, 

Edward Paster 

and  

Richard Shaller.  

 

The Fruchterman 

Family 



Platinum Sponsor 

Our community  

will forever be  

indebted for the 

leadership of   

Edward Paster 

and  

Richard Shaller.  

  

May their memories 

be for a blessing. 

 

Lisa and Alan Bernick 

VIP Gold Sponsor 

vi·sion·ar·y 

 

A person who thinks about and 

plans for the future with  

imagination and wisdom. 
 

We gratefully remember both  

Eddie Paster and Dick Shaller  

for their visionary leadership within 

our community.  Our lives and those 

of future generations are blessed for 

their work and the commitments that 

they and their families have made.   

Congratulations to the Pasters and Shallers on 

this well deserved honor 

The Gantman Family  

Sam, Max, Kristin and David  



 

VIP Gold Sponsor VIP Gold Sponsor 

We honor and  

appreciate the  

exemplary long 

term hard work 

and leadership by  

Edward Paster 

and  

Richard Shaller. 

 

Howard Stacker 



VIP Gold Sponsor 

Remembering &  

Honoring  

Dick Shaller & Ed Paster 
~ 

Two men who were not  
only pillars in our  

community but, both 

men will be remembered 

too for their warm 

smiles, outgoing  
personalities and just  

being really nice guys. 

 

David & Dede Smith 

 

VIP Gold Sponsor 



VIP Gold Sponsor 

It is a special 

privilege to 
honor the two 

of  you. 

 

Marilyn & Dean  

Greenberg and 

Family 

VIP Gold Sponsor 

Thank you to  

Edward Paster & 

Richard Shaller for 

working hard to 

help shape the 

Twin Cities  

Jewish Community. 

 

The Garelick  

Family 


